MAIN EVENTS

10 Steve Wightman: Man of the Year
His technical expertise and contributions to the industry make Steve Wightman an easy choice for sportsTURF's eighth annual award.

14 Protecting Turf With Field Blankets
Athletic field consultant Mike Hebrard demonstrates where and how to use covers to solve specific problems on a variety of sports fields.

20 Equipment Maintenance: Aerators
Aeration is recognized as the hardest on equipment of all turf maintenance procedures. Following recommended practices, the turf manager can keep aerators operating at peak performance with a minimum of downtime.

24 Natural Turf Management, Part 1
A specific disease, weed or other problem is not so much the cause of grass weakening and dying as it is a symptom of unfavorable conditions. In this first of a six-part series, agronomist Don Arenberg shows how to create favorable conditions through natural methods.

26 Supplementing Natural Grass With Artificial Turf
SportGrass, designed to combine the best of both natural and artificial surfaces, has met with favorable responses so far. If it continues to impress, it could become a viable alternative for many playing fields.
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On the Cover:
Jack Murphy Stadium hosts the Holiday Bowl, one of a hundred-plus events Steve Wightman must prepare the San Diego stadium for each year. Photo courtesy: Steve Wightman.